Clinical Profile and Induction Outcome of Children with T-cell Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia and T-cell Lymphoblastic Lymphoma
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ABSTRACT

Objective: To study the clinical profile and induction outcome in children diagnosed with T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukaemia and lymphoblastic lymphoma.

Study Design: Cross-sectional study.

Place and Duration of Study: Paediatric Oncology Unit, Combined Military Hospital, Rawalpindi Pakistan, from Jan 2012 to Dec 2020.

Methodology: One hundred and twenty-one diagnosed patients of T-ALL and LBL were evaluated with bone marrow biopsy and Contrast-enhanced CT scan of the active region after induction chemotherapy with Dexamethasone, Vincristine, Asparaginase and Daunorubicin along with intrathecal Methotrexate. This was carried out on days 8-29 to determine the early remission status and end of induction response, respectively.

Results: Out of 121 patients, 99 (81.8%) had T-ALL, while 22 (18.18%) had LBL. Day-8 assessment showed that 94 (77.7%) patients were rapid early responders, 24 (19.4%) were slow early responders, while 3 (2.4%) patients expired before the day eight assessment. Day-29 bone marrow assessment of 88 T-ALL patients showed complete remission in 77 patients (87.5%), incomplete remission in 5 (5.68%) patients and treatment failure in 2 (2.27%) patients. 20 (93.1%) patients with LBL achieved remission by Day-29, while 2 (0.02%) LBL patients died before the Day-29 assessment.

Conclusion: The remission induction rates and mortality rates in our setup are encouraging and comparable to international data. Further improvements can be made by early management of the affected cases and more accessible pediatric oncology health services.
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INTRODUCTION

Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) is the most common childhood malignancy, comprising up to 25% of all childhood cancers, with T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (T-ALL) accounting for 10%-15% of the cases of pediatric ALL. ALL results from the malignant transformation of B- and T-lineage lymphoid precursors and is caused by several genetic abnormalities such as chromosome translocations, mutations or aneuploidies in genes responsible for cell cycle regulation and lymphoid cell development.

T-ALL is distinguished by malignant lymphoblasts' massive invasion of bone marrow, showing immature T-cell surface markers. Pediatric patients with T-ALL are usually associated with adverse clinical features, such as age of more than ten years, elevated TLC or central nervous system involvement. In addition, due to immature thymocytes' elevated cell division rates, T-ALL is linked with increased cell turnover and tumour burden, along with enhanced chances of a large thymic mass or pleural effusion. Over the years, response rates prognosis for T-ALL was lower compared to B-cell lymphoblastic leukaemia (B-ALL). However, with improvements in treatment, survival rates have become markedly better and now exceed 85%. Still, the outcome for T-cell ALL is unfavourable compared to B-cell ALL in most of the research studies performed.

T-cell lymphoblastic lymphoma (T-LBL) accounts for approximately 20% of pediatric patients' non-Hodgkin lymphomas (NHLs). It is represented by immature T cells' extensive invasion of the mediastinum and other lymphoid organs. T-LBL and T-ALL are postulated to depict distinct presentations of the same illness. With malignant T cells of LBL identical to T-ALL and a cutoff of 25% in bone marrow established diagnosis of leukaemia. In contrast, less marrow involvement indicated a lymphoma diagnosis. Most patients suffering from T-ALL are subjected to a blend of
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various chemotherapeutic agents carried out sequentially during the induction, intensification and maintenance phases. T-LBL and T-ALL are classified as NCI high-risk and treated with four drugs in induction, including vincristine, asparaginase, gluco-corticoids and anthracyclines. Studies uniformly demonstrated improvement in an overall remission duration. The proportional correlation of elevated white blood cell count and poor prognosis found in B-ALL is not strictly a feature of T-ALL. Therefore, allogenic bone marrow transplantation is left as the singular curative treatment for relapsed/refractory (R/R) patients. This study aimed to study the clinical profile and induction outcome in pediatric patients diagnosed with T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukaemia and lymphoblastic lymphoma. Although substantial international and scanty national data on clinical characteristics and treatment outcomes of ALL patients is available, such data pertaining specifically to the T-cell subtype is considerably deficient, primarily due to insufficient pediatric oncology setups in Pakistan. Our study will be the first such study that deals with pediatric T-ALL and LBL patients from a single institute. Therefore, the results from our study will not only be a true representation of the outcome of patients in our setup. However, they can also be compared with similar regional and international studies.

METHODOLOGY

This cross-sectional study was conducted at the Paediatric Oncology Unit, Combined Military Hospital, Rawalpindi, from January 2012 to December 2020. The study was approved by the Institutional Ethical Committee (213/11/21). The sample size was calculated to be 120, taking the incidence of T-cell ALL as 0.13 cases Per 100,000, and the confidence level at 95%.

Inclusion criteria: Both male and female patients, of age one to 16 years, with a diagnosis of T-cell ALL and LBL (based on histopathology, immunophenotyping, cytogenetics and ALL panel) were included in the study through consecutive sampling.

Exclusion criteria: Patients having Philadelphia chromosome, mixed phenotypic ALL and Down syndrome, patients who underwent induction chemotherapy, patients who refused to give consent and non-cooperative patients (psychiatric patients) were excluded from this study to overcome confounding factors and bias in results.

All the patients and their parents/guardians were explained the aim of the study and informed written consent was obtained. Patients’ basic demographic and clinical information, such as age, gender, weight, pallor, temperature, bruising, active bleeding, bone pains, cough, respiratory symptoms and cervical lymphadenopathy, were noted. In addition, other important parameters like reporting time, nutritional status, prior treatment details and socioeconomic status were recorded. Investigation records were also obtained, including complete blood counts and morphology, Bone marrow aspiration/trephine biopsy, immuno-phenotyping, CSF analysis, molecular and cytogenetic findings, and CT scan findings. Lumbar puncture was done to evaluate the CNS status, and patients were classified as CNS 1 (absence of blasts), CNS 2 (<5 WBCs/mm³ with blasts) and CNS 3(>5 WBCs/mm³ with blasts) as per standard criteria.

Four drug therapy was started comprising Dexamethasone (6mg/m²/day x 12 hourly for four consecutive weeks followed by gradual tapering to terminate Steroids by the end of week 5), Vincristine (1.5 mg/ m²/ week for five weeks), Asparaginase (2000 U/m²/dose given once daily at day four and day 18 of induction chemotherapy) & Daunorubicin (25 mg/m²/dose weekly as an infusion for consecutive four weeks) along intrathecal Methotrexate (dose according to age).

Early remission status was determined at day-8 by bone marrow examination in T-ALL and volumetric assessment by contrastenhanced CT scan in LBL patients. Rapid early response was defined as less than 25% blasts in T-ALL and >35% reduction in tumour mass in LBL patients. The end of induction response was assessed at day 29 by marrow, and CT scans in ALL and LBL patients, respectively.

Complete remission cases were defined as having less than 5% blasts on bone-marrow examination (M1 marrow) while no residual tumour mass on contrastenhanced CT scan in LBL patients. In our study, we defined partial response in cases of T-ALL as having between 5–25% blasts on bone marrow examination (M2 marrow). Induction failure in T-ALL was >25% blasts (M3 marrow) and <35% volume reduction in LBL. Minimal residual disease assessment on marrow was not done due to its non-availability at setup.

Based on the results of the end-of-induction response, T ALL patients who were partial responders were given regimen C consolidation. At the same time, those with induction failure were taken off protocol and given an R3 regimen. All patients with T LBL were continued with regimen C consolidation (Figure).
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 23.0 was used for the data analysis. Categorical data, i.e., qualitative variables, were summarized as frequencies and percentages, while mean and standard deviation were applied to express quantitative variables.

**RESULTS**

Of 121 patients, 93 (76.9%) were males, while 28 (23.1%) were females. The mean age was 7.3 ± 3.76 years, with 13 (10.7%) patients less than three years of age, 74 (61.2%) patients between 3 to 10 years of age and 34 (28.1%) patients more than ten years of age. Fever was seen in 89 (73.6%) patients, pallor in 98 (81.0%) and lymphadenopathy was seen in 102 (83.67%) patients. Seventy-three patients had high TLC > 50,000 (60.3%) and 93 patients had thrombocytopenia (75.2%). Out of 98 clinically pale children, 78 (79.5%) had haemoglobin of less than 10 gm/dl.

Four patients had taken prior treatment, one in the form of steroids, while three had taken chemotherapy. Cytogenetics and ALL panel molecular studies revealed four patients with good prognostic factors. Two had hypertetraploidy, two with hyperdiploidy, one with high-risk cytogenetic MLL-MLL10, and none had BCR-ABL. CNS-3 was present in only 3 (22.7%) patients, while only 1 had CNS-2.

Ninety-nine (81.8%) had T-ALL, while 22 had LBL. Day-8 assessment showed RER in 94 (77.7%) patients, while 24 (19.8%) patients had SER. Three patients expired before the Day-8 assessment, while ten further expired before the Day-29 assessment. Out of these 13 patients who expired, 4 (30.1%) patients expired due to neutropenic sepsis, 6 (46.1%) due to respiratory failure, and 3 (23.1%) patients died of bleeding. Day-29 bone marrow assessment of 88 T-ALL patients showed M1 marrow in 77 patients (87.5%), M2 in 5 (5.68%) and M3 in 2 (2.27%) patients who were considered induction failure. Day-29 bone marrow assessment of four patients was not done due to COVID-19 and critical condition. Out of 20 patients with LBL, all assessed patients achieved remission.

Due to high-risk features and intensive chemotherapy, a significant number of patients developed infections, 86 (71.1%) with 13 (10.7%) proven or probable fungal infections. Other significant side effects were myopathy in 76 (62.8%), while hepatotoxicity was seen in 3 (2.5%) patients, neuropathy in 7 (5.8%), mucositis in 5 (4.1%), hyperglycemia in 4 (3.3%) and hypertension was seen in 3 (2.1%) cases. Three patients with induction failure were shifted to the R3 protocol. In comparison, 37 patients received Regimen C consolidation with 20 T-LBL and 15 with SER and one with high-risk cytogenetics and another due to Early T-cell precursor lymphoblastic leukaemia, considering the high incidence of relapse. Eight patients died before receiving consolidation. The remission rate on day-29 was 76.03%. None of the induced patients abandoned treatment (Table).

**DISCUSSION**

Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) is an aggressive tumour characterized by abnormal expansion and differentiation of a clonal population of lymphoid cells. Earlier associated with a dismal prognosis, marked improvements in survival rates have been observed in children with T-ALL owing to newer treatment modalities. In our study, 76.9% were male while 23.1% were female, with male to female ratio of 3.3:1. A study conducted by Liao et al. on the outcome of T-cell acute leukaemia/lymphoma patients also showed a similar male-to-female ratio of 2.5:1.

Our study showed the mean age of patients as 7.3 ± 3.76, with 10.7% patients less than three years of age, 61.2% between 3 to 10 years of age and 28.1% more than ten years of age. This is similar to the study by Bajel et al. carried out on the children with ALL in India, which depicted a mean age of 6 years with most patients less than nine years of age.

In our study, a day eight assessment was done, which showed RER in 77.7% of patients while 19.8% of patients had SER. Wei et al. conducted a study on the outcome of early treatment responses in childhood T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukaemia. In this study, a Day-15 assessment was carried out, which revealed RER in 84.6% of patients and SER in 15.6%. The results of this study are in agreement with our study.
A total of 13(10.7%) patients expired, in our study, during the induction phase. Out of these 13, 4(30.1%) patients expired due to neutropenic sepsis, 6(46.1%) due to respiratory failure, and 3(23.1%) died due to bleeding. In addition, Fadoo et al. conducted a study on the clinical features and induction outcome of childhood acute lymphoblastic leukaemia, revealing that 8.6% of children died during induction with infection as the major cause of mortality.17

In our study, 83.5% of patients achieved complete remission. Burns et al. showed that 88% of the patients in his study achieved complete remission.18 The results of our study are coincident with other regional and international studies carried out on this topic. However, there may be minor differences in results due to differences in sample size and population subset. Another difference is that our study dealt exclusively with T-cell ALL and LBL, both high-risk. Most studies deal with either pre-B and B-cell ALL or encompass all types of ALL. Studies solely on T-cell ALL and LBL are extremely scarce in the pediatric population.

Recent advancements in diagnostics, including complex cytogenetic and detailed immunophenotypic analysis, to comprehensively rule out early T-cell precursor leukaemia. Similarly, newer therapeutic agents include Nlarbine and the use of chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells.19 However, these are newer and more expensive treatment options with limited availability, which can improve the outcome in relapsed and resistant cases.
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LIMITATIONS OF STUDY

The minimal residual disease (MRD) at day-29 was not assessed, due to the non-availability of this diagnostic modality at our setup.

CONCLUSION

The remission induction rates and mortality rates in our setup are encouraging and comparable to international data. However, further improvement can be made by early management of the affected cases and more accessible pediatric oncology health services.
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